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With 10 collections of Stampin' Up! Designer Fabric to choose from, this project is sure to be a gift 
you can give to many on your gift giving list!  Not only is it practical and useful; it’s adorable! This 
pocket sized Tissue Holder features Stampin’ Up! Designer Fabric.  The beautiful coordination of 
three fabric designs for each collection adds to the simplicity of making them.  Don’t worry about 
having stellar sewing skills.  If you can sew a relatively straight line using a straight and zigzag stitch, 
you'll be all set to go!!   
 

      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Supplies: 
One package of Stampin’ Up! Designer Fabric -  #122335 Flirtatious 
and Spice Cake #124066 pictured above and #121817 Springtime 
Vintage shown in assembly 
Coordinating thread 
Coordinating Embellishments - #115604 Fleurettes and #119747 
Brights Designer Buttons shown. 
Kleenex Brand Tissue pack 

 
Cutting Instructions:   

 
•Make pattern pieces from paper; a 4” x 4" square and a 4” x 5 ¾” 
rectangle 
•Cut the following pieces from the designer fabric  
◦Two 4” squares from one fabric print 
◦Three 4” x 5 ¾” rectangles from the other two fabric prints 
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1.  Fold both 4" x 4"squares and two different rectangle prints in half.  Press fold with your fingers. 
2.  Lay the only unfolded rectangle right side up. (This will be the back of your tissue holder.) 

 

    
 

3.  Keeping the folds toward the center, lay the rest of the folded pieces on top of the back as pictured. 
4.  Tuck the last one under the first one, similar to closing a cardboard box top 

 

    
5.  Pin pieces in place. 

6.  Stitch with a straight stitch approx. ¼” from all edges. Repeat with a zigzag stitch to prevent raveling. 
7.  Turn right side out and insert tissue pack.  (Use stylus tool to poke out corners 

and press with iron if necessary.) 


